Jeremy Scott

Jeremy Scott's Moschino line is known for its playful and irreverent designs. His creative vision is often inspired by pop culture, music, and his own personal experiences. Scott was a creative director for Moschino from 1998 to 2016, during which time he created innovative and bold collections that pushed the boundaries of fashion design. After leaving Moschino, Scott went on to launch his own line and continue to influence the fashion industry with his unique perspective.

Furtuna Skin teamed up with Jeremy Scott to unveil the first in a series of keepsake collector's sets — and it's seriously chic

Scott has endured a testing time, with stable jockey Matt Griffiths recovering from a car accident which resulted in a passenger dying and left the rider in intensive care. Champagne Court gave the

jeremy scott

jeremy scott announces new moschino pets line for furry friends

The Dec. 6 Tattersalls Ascot December Sale, just the second auction held at the Berkshire venue since December 2019, was dominated by horses in and out of training, with top-lot honors going to

telfar, jeremy scott and other brands and designers are driving search trends on stockx

jeremy scott's 'money' adidas sneakers are returning soon

The brand with the largest spike was Telfar, which was up 1,050% for the period, and the person leading search spikes was Jeremy Scott, who was up 720%. More from Footwear News Adidas Yeezy Boost

jeremy scott has a strong message for brett kavanaugh at his spring '19 show

Jeremy Scott may be forced to drop Dashel Drasher down in trip or even revert to hurdles for his next race due to the lack of opportunities over his optimum distance. The long-term target is to

jeremy scott's 'money' adidas sneakers are returning soon

Last month, Adidas Originals confirmed its collaborative partnership with Jeremy Scott has been reignited and one shoe that's expected to be part of the lineup is the return of the limited
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